I. In a previous paper [5] , we have considered the question of interpolation on finite open Riemann surfaces; it is our intention to show in this note that the problem can be treated in an essentially simpler way.
We shall suppose given a finite open Riemann surface, R. Such a surface is, by definition, the complement in some compact Riemann surface of a finite family of closed, pairwise disjoint discs each of which we may assume to have an analytic simple closed curve as boundary.
A set E(ZR is called an interpolation set for R if given a bounded, complex valued function a on E, there is a bounded holomorphic function/on R such that/|£ = a. It is convenient to denote by HX[R] the collection of all functions which are bounded and holomorphic on R. II. We can characterize the interpolation sets for R in terms of the functional dR as follows.
Theorem. The set EdR is an interpolation set for R if and only if mi{dR(z, E): z<EE}>0.
Proof. Denote by T the boundary of R so that T consists of a finite collection of pairwise disjoint analytic simple closed curves. It is convenient to make use of an Ahlfors map for R, i.e., a function it continuous on R and holomorphic in R which is constantly of modulus one on T. The existence of such functions was established by Ahlfors in [l]; an alternative proof of their existence is in [4] . It is easy to see that dir, the differential of ir, does not vanish on T, and thus tt acts as a local homeomorphism at every point of T. Let us suppose, initially, that E satisfies the following very stringent condition: We assume the existence of discs VCVQW in the ambient compact surface both of which meet V in open arcs and which, moreover, have the properties that EC Fand t is one-to-one on W. We now show how this very special case of our theorem implies the general case. For each pCX there exist discs VV(ZVP<Z.WP as above such that EC\ Vp is an interpolation set for R. Finitely many of the neighborhoods Vp, denote them by V\, ■ ■ ■ , Vm, cover Y. Since the assumption of the theorem clearly implies that the set E is discrete, it follows that all but finitely many points of E lie in UJlx Vj. The union of an interpolation set and a finite set is again an interpolation set whence it suffices for us to prove E to be an interpolation set for R under the assumption that £CU"=i Vj. Let us write E = EiSJ • • ■ \JEm where this is a disjoint union and where £,C Vj.
We shall prove the existence of functions fa, ■ • ■ , bmC.Hx[R] with the properties that \bj\ >e on Ej and bj vanishes on Ek if k^j. Here e is some fixed positive number independent of j. Let us suppose the functions bj have been constructed, and consider a bounded function a on E. Since Ej is an interpolation set for R and since bj is bounded away from 0 on Ej, there exists hj£H" [R] such that hj(z) = a(z)/bj(z) for all zEE-Ey. If H= XXi *A'> trien H is a bounded analytic function on R which agrees on E with a..
We conclude the proof of the sufficiency of our condition by establishing the existence of the functions bj. In this proof we use the uniformization theorem. The universal covering surface of R is the open unit disc, U. Let T: U-+R be a uniformizing map, and let ® be the associated group of covering transformations. Denote by D the canonical fundamental domain for the group ® so that D is a certain open set together with a portion of its boundary which is mapped by T onto R in a one-to-one fashion. Denote by E'} the set 1~1[Ej\C\D and by E'/ the set Tf"1^].
Let Bj be the Blaschke product with zero set, the set U {-£*'•' k^j} and with simple zeros. It is the case that if 8 is a lower bound for the numbers dR(z, E) for z in E, then \Bj(w)\ >5 for all w in E'/. To establish this assertion, let z£;E'/ be given. There is/£#"»[.&] which is bounded by one, which is at least 5 in modulus at the point T(z), and which vanishes on the set E-|T(z)}. Thus, the element /oT of H"[U] vanishes on \j{E't': kp^j}, is at least 5 in modulus at z, and is bounded by one. We can write/oT=BSF where B is a Blaschke product, S is a singular function, and F is an outer function. Since ||/oT||r/gl, it follows that \\F\\v ^ 1. Also, S is bounded by one.
It follows therefore that |-B(z)| is at least 5. The zero set of B contains that of Bj, and since Bj has only simple zeros, we may write B-BjB' where B' is some other Blaschke product. But this obviously implies that |.B,-(z)| is at least 5 in modulus. This calculation is independent of the choice of z in E'/, so the assertion concerning Bj is established. In the terminology of [2] , the function Bj is automorphic with character x, i-e., Bj(g{z)) =x(g)Bj(z) f°r all g£® and all z£L7. If we now invoke Lemma 5 of [2] , there is a unit Cj of HX[U] which is automorphic with character x: Cj(g(z)) =x(g)Cj(z). Then | C,-\ >8' on the set Ej' for some 5'>0. The function bj defined by bj (z) = Cj{z)Bj{z) is easily verified to be invariant under the group ®. Thus if we define bj on R by bj = bj °T_1, bj is a well-defined element of iJw[i?] which vanishes on the sets Ek for k^j and whose modulus is at least 55' on the set Ej. Thus, we have established the sufficiency of our condition. The necessity follows from general Banach space considerations; one may consult [3, p. 196] for the necessary argument.
III. From the theorem of the preceding section, we shall derive a second characterization of interpolation sets in R. We have that T, the boundary of R, consists of a finite collection {71, • • • , ym] of pairwise disjoint analytic simple closed curves. For j = l, ■ ■ • , m, let 7/ be a simple closed curve in R which, together with 7,-, bounds an annular region A < in R. We suppose the Aj to have disjoint closures.
Theorem.
The discrete set EQR is an interpolation set for R if and only if Ej = Aj(~\E is an interpolation set for Aj for each j.
Proof.
If E is an interpolation set for R, then, a fortiori, Ej is one for Aj.
To establish the opposite implication, we shall show that if each Ej is an interpolation set for Aj, then for some fixed S>0 and for all zCE, dn(z, E) > 8 so that the previous result may be invoked to yield the result. If zC-EC\A{, then zCQj for some j. We have |gy(z)/y,*(z) >a1J8i, lki/i.«||<l> an<I that gjfj,2 vanishes on the set {EC\Aj)-{z}. Thus the set EC\A'j is an interpolation set for R\. To prove the existence of the desired functions gy, we argue as follows. Let p and q be interior points of the arcs Qj-if\dRi and Qj+^dRi respectively. Let X be the arc of dRx containing QjC^dRi and having p and q as end points. Let X' be an arc in R0 -Ri with the same end points. (Recall that R0 is the originally given compact surface.) The arcs X and X' jointly constitute the boundary of a topological disc D. Thus, EC\A{ is an interpolation set for Ri and so EC\Ay is also one. Similar remarks hold for the sets Ef~\Aj and the surfaces Rj. It follows that there exist functions hj^Hx [Rj] which are bounded by one, which vanish on EC\Aj and which, for some 5>0 independent of j, satisfy \hj\ >5 on Er\Ak for k^j. By making 5 sufficiently small we can also assert the existence, for each z(^EC\Aj of a function hja bounded by one on R which is at least 8 in modulus at z and which vanishes at every other point of EC\Aj. If z^EC\Aj, then the function hi ■ ■ ■ hj-ihj,zhj+\ ■ • • hm is bounded by one, is at least 8m in modulus at z, and vanishes on the set (Er\(\JAj))-\z). This estimate is uniform in z, so we may conclude from the previous theorem that E(~\(\JAj) is an interpolation set for R. Consequently, E itself is an interpolation set for R.
IV. As noted at the beginning, these results are not new; it is the proofs which are our concern here. In the original development [5] , our first theorem was obtained as an immediate corollary of our second, but the proof of the second was much more complicated than the present arguments.
Several other characterizations of interpolation sets can be derived from these results as in [5] .
